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Abstract— Innovation and technology has been made by a    

person yet now the innovation is building up our future. A 

large portion of the advancements completed by innovation 

which has been gainful for us and later on, it will be 

progressively useful. The features of this examination 

incorporates research examination of smartphone and also 

health related issues. The fundamental key focuses talked 

about in the exploration paper are “Dr.H.AI”, “Solar 

mobiles”. Future technology which will be helpful for next 

generation. This paper presented with the vision of positive 

future and new innovations. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Dr.H.AI:  

Artificial Intelligence is a branch of Computer science and 

technology. AI is defined as a field of science and engineering 

related to the neural understanding of what known as an 

intelligent behaviour. The AI is classified into three types, 

they include ANI, AGI, and ASI. Most of the department the 

intelligent behaviour is important, whether it is artificial or 

natural. AI is invented by human, but at every place this 

natural intelligent behaviour is not present. So for better result 

the AI is used for various development sectors, for eg. 

Drug/medicine, food, chemical, weapons, healthcare, IOT 

projects, etc.  

In this research paper we have focused on Health in 

Artificial Intelligent (Dr.H.AI). Mostly in hospitals AI 

applications are revolutionizing how the health sector works 

to reduce spending and improve patient’s outcomes. [2] 

Mostly AI is used in medicine development sector and also in 

production of drug development or body scanner for accurate 

result. But all people are not able to get that type of treatment 

because of financial condition. So why we are not 

implementing the Dr.H.AI in smallest devices like mobile, T 

–Shirt, Smart watch, etc. So people will easily use this 

devices and get the health voice notifications on the mobile. 

The smart watches/sports bands measures only our heart rate 

nothing more. To overcome this KYMIRA[1] develop a Heart 

Monitoring T-Shirt which provide the accurate values using 

a single lead ECG printed in to a fabric accurately measure 

heart beats and upload them to the cloud via Bluetooth[1]. 

Once there, algorithms process the data to accurately detect 

irregular heartbeats such as arrhythmia [3] heart beats, which 

could prove lifesaving. To upgrade this Heart Monitoring T-

Shirt we can implement the HBMS technology. 

B. HBMS: 

Heartbeat Sensor is an electronic gadget that is utilized to 

quantify the pulse. Checking body temperature, pulse and 

circulatory strain are the fundamental things that we do so as 

to keep us solid. Pulse can be observed in two different ways: 

one path is to physically check the beat either at wrists or neck 

and the other path is to utilize a Heartbeat Sensor. The 

guideline behind the working of the Heartbeat Sensor is 

Photoplethysmograph. According to this principle, the 

changes in the volume of blood in an organ is estimated by 

the adjustments in the force of the light going through that 

organ. Heartbeat management system is made by using 

android, Arduino Uno, Bluetooth Module, Heart beat sensor 

which sense heartbeat and provide advices on android app to 

manage our health. 
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II. WORKING 

At the point when a finger is put on the pulse sensor, it senses 

the beats and shows the outcome on the LCD screen and 

Android application. The result shown on LCD is, "Your 

Heart rate is ______ BPM." After showing according to bpm 

it demonstrates to us our pulse is ordinary or not. This was 

done by utilizing the Bluetooth Module and Android 

application. We utilized Bluetooth module for exchange of 

information to the android application from Arduino (Single 

https://medlineplus.gov/arrhythmia.html
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chip microchip). The application is associated with the HC05 

Bluetooth module it gets actuate to sends the information to 

Arduino to the Android application. Presently the association 

is set up between Arduino, Bluetooth, and Android 

application. At the point when the client puts a finger on the 

pulse sensor the sensor utilizes Photoplethysmograph 

innovation and distinguishes the pulse, it sends the 

information to Arduino. The Arduino sends the information 

to HC05 module. The HC05 transmits the information to 

application. At the point when the worth got on the 

application isn't typical according to required time of human, 

at that point, it shows the fitting exhortation, diet, exercise 

and furthermore gives a voice notices as per specific local 

language (Includes Google interpreter).  

In the event that we incorporate these two 

advancements alongside Dr.H.AI, at that point in future we 

can probably convey a 'Virtual Doctor' with us. For instance 

in the event that we are meandering outside and our body is 

perspiring out, at that point this gadget will advise us that our 

body is getting dried out and we required an answer. At that 

point consequently, Dr.H.AI will give a voice warning that 

what we need to do during that circumstance. It is only a 

minor issue yet in addition Dr.H.AI is skilled to deal with 

serious issues to such an extent that myocardial localized 

necrosis. 

III. SUN-POWERED MOBILE 

Present-day mobile phones have ended up being fundamental 

for certain people the world over as they continue to progress 

and present progressively current limits and errands. The 

battery of mobile phones gets quickly depleted as we perform 

different tasks on it. In light of consistent charging, the 

battery gets swollen, and on the planet, such a significant 

number of electrical vitality is devoured by the portable 

charging. At some point, the connector switch unintentionally 

stays on, around then the electrical vitality is misfortune. For 

instance, in today time PUBG has taken off to be a famous 

portable game everywhere throughout the world. The 

versatile client’s waste parcel of time playing PUBG. Which 

has to bring about the expansion of vitality utilization. To 

defeat this power utilization we can utilize the sunlight based 

portable.  

The idea sun based portable is intended for, the 

motivation behind diminishing force expended for charging 

mobiles by supplanting electrical vitality with the sustainable 

power source. Our investigation in regards to the power 

utilization by advanced cells is as per the following: [4] 

 

 

 

 
As the above information demonstrates the power 

utilization battery of advanced mobile phones, it is seen that 

more power is devoured from cell phones. To beat this we 

need to actualize the idea of sun-powered mobiles. In which 

an advanced cell is comprised of a slim paper of sunlight 

based which will be associated with charging port of 

versatile. As we probably are aware the innovation has built 

up a great deal. The most recent advanced mobile phone 

accompanies the keen innovation of charging for example at 

the point when the battery is completely energized, the power 

picking up procedure get naturally ceased, regardless of 

whether the adopter is on. On the off chance that we 

incorporate this idea in our sunlight based portable, at that 

point it will likewise stop the charging. 
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